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This product range offers exciting materials,
shapes and colours with many options for storage

as well as decoration.
It will fill a purpose in every room in your home. 

Especially developed in a simple Nordic style,
all materials, surfaces and colours are selected

with inspiration from nature. 

These uniquely shaped design products can be
mixed and matched in many possible combinations

to fit any interior style. 

Unique Danish design on your wall

Simple Nordic Style 
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A magnetic circle board, makes it possible to combine
simple Nordic style and functionality.

All the boards are magnetic, which allows you to attach various
accessories onto the board with our super-strong magnets.

The glass boards and mirrors also have a write-on/wipe-off function. 
You can write on the glass with a chalk marker or a regular

whiteboard marker, and once the text has dried,
you can easily wipe the board clean with a chalkboard eraser

or a dry cloth.

NAGA Nord circle boards are decorative and practical
in every room of your home.

Find inspiration on www.naga.dk

Magnetic Circle Boards  
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1. 45 cm. Walnut veneer - 2. 35 cm. Terracotta - 3. 25 cm. Oak veneer 
4. 35 cm. Concrete - 5. 45 cm. Dark Cork pin board - 6. Wood Pins

7. 10 cm. Oak veneer - 8. 25 cm. Rose glass - 9. 35 cm. Metal Iron color 
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2.
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45 cm. diameter
All the boards are magnetic, 
which allows you to attach
various accessories onto the 
board with our super strong 
magnets.
The glass boards and mirrors 
also have a write on/wipe off 
function.

Magnetic Circle Boards 

25 cm. diameter
All the boards are magnetic, 
which allows you to attach
various accessories onto the 
board with our super strong 
magnets.
The glass boards and mirrors 
also have a write on/wipe off 
function.

35 cm. diameter
All the boards are magnetic, 
which allows you to attach
various accessories onto the 
board with our super strong 
magnets.
The glass boards and mirrors 
also have a write on/wipe off 
function.

70220
25 cm.
Rose glass

70602
45 cm.
White glass

70601
45 cm.
Black glass

70910
45 cm.
Dark Cork pin board
Non magnetic

70581
35 cm.
Terracotta

70570
35 cm.
Metal Iron color

70260
25 cm.
Jeans glass

70261
25 cm.
Dove glass

70280
25 cm.
Creme glass

Watch video!
Scan QR-code to
see instruction video about
mounting of Magnetic
Circle Boards
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Magnetic Circle Boards 

70792
45 cm.
Walnut veneer

70791
45 cm.
Teak veneer

70790
45 cm.
Oak veneer

70760
45 cm.
Mirror

70460
35 cm.
Jeans glass

70511
35 cm.
Green marble 
glass

70450
35 cm.
Olive glass

70580
35 cm.
Concrete

70510
35 cm.
Classic marble 
glass

70250
25 cm.
Olive glass

70392
25 cm.
Walnut veneer

70391
25 cm.
Teak veneer

70390
25 cm.
Oak veneer

70360
25 cm.
Mirror

70201
25 cm.
Black glass

70210
25 cm.
Grey glass



Accessories
We offer a fine range of accessories for

our NAGA Nord magnetic boards.

All our other NAGA magnets and other accessories
are also extra strong in order to work on our
boards as well as all other types of magnetic

boards, fridges etc. 

NAGA Nord Super Strong Magnet Board, is a new circular product,
which can be used to attach knives, keys and other metal

products to the boards or directly to the wall. 

70850
10 cm.
Super Strong-
Magnet Board
Oak veneer
1 pcs.
Including
double-sided 
adhesive tape

70803 
10 cm. 
Super Strong-
Magnet Board
Olive glass
1 pcs.
Including
double-sided 
adhesive tape

70802
10 cm.
Super Strong-
Magnet Board
Jeans glass
1 pcs.
Including
double-sided 
adhesive tape

70801
10 cm.
Super Strong-
Magnet Board
Black glass
1 pcs.
Including
double-sided 
adhesive tape

70170
Wood Pins
Dia. 1 cm
12 pcs.
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70130 
Super Strong Magnet
Metal Eraser
Dia. 5 cm
1 pcs.
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Super Strong Circle Magnets

70050
Magnet Teak
Dia. 2,5 cm.
2 pcs.

70031
Magnet Matt Gold
Dia. 2,5 cm.
2 pcs.

70030
Magnet Cork
Dia. 2,5 cm.
2 pcs.

70032
Magnet Brown & Cognac
Dia. 2,5 cm.
2 pcs.

70035
Magnet Black & Grey
Dia. 2,5 cm.
2 pcs.

70034
Magnet Creme & Jeans
Dia. 2,5 cm.
2 pcs.

70033
Rose & Khaki
Dia. 2,5 cm.
2 pcs.

20012 
Magnet, Steel 
Dia. 1 cm.
4 pcs.

20320
Magnet, Oak, Wood
Dia. 2 cm.
3 pcs.
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NAGA magnetic circle boards in a great variety of materials,
surfaces, sizes and colours 

The boards are produced from natural materials, so the exactly 
identical colour and structure from board to board can’t be

guaranteed.

We have prepared a guide, in several languages, for the care and 
maintenance of the boards, so it can last for a long time. Please 

note that the boards is affected by daylight and wear.

You find the guide at www.naga.dk

Inspiration from nature
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1. 25 cm. Black glass - 2. 25 cm. Grey glass - 3. 10 cm. Jeans glass
4. 25 cm. Dove glass - 5. 35 cm. Classic marble glass 

6. 35 cm. Jeans glass - 7. 45 cm. White glass - 8. Magnet Jeans

1. 
2.

6.

5. 

7.

4.

8.

3.
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1. 35 cm. Green marble glass - 2. 25 cm. Creme glass - 3. 10 cm. Olive glass
4. 45 cm. Oak veneer - 5. 35 cm. Olive glass
6. 25 cm. Teak veneer - 7. Mahaki - 8. Magnet Cork 9. Magnet Rose

1. 

2.

5.

4. 

6.7.

3.

8.

9.
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We have prepared this guide for the care and maintenance of NAGA Nord boards, so it can last for a long time.

Find the guide in several languages, on www.naga.dk

Please note that your board is affected by daylight and wear.

Wood boards:
NAGA wood boards are made of high-quality plywood. Plywood is a natural material and there will therefore be 
natural variations in the surface texture and colour. The surface is affected by light, and over time it will change 

texture and colour.
Always use microfibre cloths for maintenance and cleaning. They are soft and will not damage the surface.

There are 3 different types of NAGA Nord wood boards:
Oak:

This is a soap-treated board that should be maintained using a damp cloth with soap flakes dissolved in water.
Teak:

This is an oiled board, which must be maintained with oil. Use regular household oil on a soft cloth.
Walnut:

This is a lacquered board that can simply be wiped clean with water. Use a slightly damp cloth.

Glass and mirror boards:
In addition to the magnetic function, coloured and printed glass boards and mirrors also have a

write-on/wipe-off function. You can write on the glass with a chalk marker or a regular whiteboard marker,
and once the text has dried, you can easily wipe the board clean with a chalkboard eraser or a dry cloth. 

For thorough cleaning, use whiteboard cleaner or regular mirror glass cleaner and a soft cloth. It is important 
you use a soft cloth to avoid scratching the glass.

Concrete boards:
This is a raw, untreated material that can be protected using soap flakes dissolved in water, applied with a 
damp cloth. The same method can be used for cleaning. Do not use acidic cleaning agents, since these will

corrode the surface.

Cork, Metal and Painted boards:
These requires no care beyond normal cleaning with a damp cloth.

How to care
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There is metal on the back
of the board.
The back is provided with 4 
holes.
You decide if you want to hang 
the board just on a screw. Or you 
want to hang it on two screws 
which make the board more 
stable.

How to mount a circle board:
The board comes with screws and raw plugs.

Watch the video
Scan the QR code

and watch the video
How to mount a circle board

You’re finished!
The board is ready for use.

Please note!
Only Super Strong magnets and accessories can be used on NAGA magnetic boards.
There is a wide range of specially designed super strong magnetic NAGA accessories.
For more information, visit www.naga.dk

1 option
With only one screw:
Mark the location on the wall and drill a hole. Put the plug into the hole.
Screw in the screw. Hang the board on the screw.

2. option:
With two screws
Use a piece of self-adhesive tape. Attach the tape on the top of two of the holes on the back of the board. Mark with a pen in 
the center of each hole. Attach the adhesive tape on the wall. Drill two holes through the tape. Put the plugs into the holes. 
Screw in the screws. Hang the board on the screws.

The board is delivered in a gift box,
with screws and plugs
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NAGA A/S
Denmark
Phone +45 7634 7500
naga@naga.dk
www.naga.dk
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